
What Leveed Communities 
Are Fighting For   …and Why

§ PL 84-99, the “Levee Ready Program”

§ We’re partners, right?
§ No Mandatory Insurance!
§ Transparency, Transparency, Transparency
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Establishment
• Sec. 5 of the 1941 Flood Control Act (33 U.S.C. 701n) 
• Implementing reg (33 CFR Part 203)

Purpose
• Flood Control and Coastal Emergencies line item (regular annual 

and supplemental) funds—
• Preparedness: planning, training, exercises, inspection
• Response: flood fighting activities include technical 

assistance, sandbagging, supplies, equipment loaning, 
rescue, debris removal

• Rehabilitation: post-storm repair of “Active" projects to 
hasten project readiness

Eligibility
• Fed authorized, locally operated and maintained
• Locally built, locally operated and maintained
• Active in Rehab program and found Acceptable or Minimally 

Acceptable on 18 eligibility criteria

LEVEE READINESS IS THE FOCUS 
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Fighting For
• Adherence to clear statutory purpose: levee and 

floodwall readiness for the next flood

• Understanding that “maintenance and upkeep” 
complement program purpose of readiness

• Recognition that new floodplain management duties 
conflict with Congressional levee readiness intent

• Sustaining eligibility determinations centered on project 
maintenance and upkeep; not local sponsor 
performance of Federally preferred practices

• Legislative limitation on changes to eligibility 
determinations

33 U.S.C. 701n

LEVEE READINESS 
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1) The Statute for the PL 84-99 Program (33 
USC 701n) does not--

• Provide the Corps with authority to pursue 
broader, prospectively-focused mandatory risk 
management activities or impose such duties on 
sponsors

2) Recent Statutory Amendments to the PL 84-
99 Program–

• Bear only on rehabilitation of levies damaged by 
floods

3) Proposal Would Benefit Corps and Shows 
No Net Societal Benefits--

• Non-federal sponsors “may see an initial cost 
increase” while “the costs to the Federal 
government… …to remain roughly the same”
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Fighting For
• Informed, engaged Corps Commanders
• Informed, engaged Congress
• Levee owner-operator Equity

Committee on Levee Safety
• Parity for levee owners

o 50 percent representation
o Independent reports of levee 

owner views
o FACA transparency and 

protection
o Public notice and comment 
o Local needs
o Precedent: Inland Waterways 

Users Board
• Successful conclusion of Senate-ASACW 

talks
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Fighting For
• Preservation of “no mandatory insurance” for 

communities with accredited levees
• Maintain statutory levee accreditation on flood maps 

when inspection and evaluation confirm confidence 
about 100-yr protection

• Legislative limitation on changes to accreditation 
determinations 

Background
• 17M live or work behind levees in all 50 states
• 1 in 5 is accredited or provisionally accredited
• One catastrophic accredited levee failure: New Orleans (2005) 

Why?
• Nation is not experiencing frequent or ongoing failures of 

accredited levees
• Historic certification/accreditation process and local 

commitment to pass manifest as highly effective
• Accredited levees characterized by extremely low 

probabilities of flood damages
• NFIP insurance is very unlikely to have benefits greater than 

costs in communities with accredited levees
• Property owners will resist accredited levee O/M millage 

and mandatory flood insurance
• Perception or reality of future storm worsening does not 

demand sudden, wholesale “all levees in NFIP” approach
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FEMA and the Corps fail to reconcile their synthetic data with 
observational data and block public disclosure and scrutiny
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Fighting For--
Giving policyholders the option to have risk 
and premiums set under legacy approach 
until FEMA—

• Releases all data and methods used to 
establish premiums

• Provides policyholders with final full-risk 
actuarial premiums

• Publishes economic impacts (flood insurance 
affordability, property values, local 
revenues)

• Reexamines 2018 NEPA analysis
• Complies with Data Quality Act
• Gives public notice and comment 

(Administrative Procedure Act) 
• Develops policyholder challenge opportunity
• Reintroduction and adoption of Hyde-Smith 

and Graves
• Legislative limitation on reduction of private 

property value 10
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What Leveed Communities are Fighting For 

1) Adherence to statutory “maintenance and upkeep” 
eligibility criteria (only) to fulfill the PL 84-99 levee 
readiness purpose

2) Real collaboration on levee performance involving 
those who bear the costs and liability of project 
operation and maintenance (the levee owners)

3) Adherence to statutory preservation of “no 
mandatory insurance” for communities with accredited 
levees

4) Adherence to statutory transparency, data quality 
assurance, and public input requirements

…and Why

Corps rule seeks to deny PL 84-99 safety funds unless levee 
owners comply with broad new and unauthorized floodplain 
management duties (note: most levee owners are not authorized to 
perform floodplain management duties)

Levees, levee owners, and leveed communities are on the 
outside looking in as the Corps-FEMA “power couple” pursues a 
top-down, unsupported regulatory future

Corps and FEMA are withholding flood protection credit for 
levees on flood maps

FEMA and the Corps fail to reconcile their synthetic data with 
observational data and block public disclosure and scrutiny


